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Summary Information
Repository: Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department
Creator: Mendall, Howard Lewis
Title: Howard Lewis Mendall Ornithology Papers
ID: SpC MS 0339
Date [inclusive]: 1898-1984
Physical Description: 13 linear feet (11 boxes) 
Physical Location:
Language of the
Material:
English
Preferred Citation
Howard Lewis Mendall Ornithology Papers, [Box No.], [Folder No.], SpC MS 0339, Raymond H.
Fogler Library Special Collections Department, University of Maine, Orono, Maine
^ Return to Table of Contents
Biographical Note
Professor Emeritus Mendall was born in Augusta in 1909, received his B.A. from the University of
Maine in 1931 and his M.A. in 1934. He was appointed to the faculty in Wildlife Resources in 1937. He
was a leader in the Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit and was affiliated with the U.S. Department of
the Interior. He retired from the University of Maine in 1977. He died Jan. 27, 1994.
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Scope and Contents
The papers of Professor Mendall concern primarily his research on birds and in particular ducks. The
collection consists mainly of publications (articles, reprints, journals). Some manuscript materials are
present along with field note cards.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department
5729 Raymond H. Fogler Library
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469-5729
207.581.1686
spc@umit.maine.edu
URL: http://www.library.umaine.edu/speccoll/
Restrictions on Access
Kept at Fogler Library's offsite storage facility. One week's notice required for retrieval.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Source of acquisition--Gift of Alan Hutchinson, Maine Dept. of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, June
1997.
Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
Information on literary rights available in the repository.
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Controlled Access Headings
• Birds
• Ornithology
• Ducks
• Waterfowl
• Pollution
• Card indexes
• Monographs
• Articles
• Periodicals
• Notebooks
• Reprints
• Reports
• Correspondence
• Theses
• Mendall, Howard Lewis
• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
• North American Wildlife Conference
• University of Maine -- Faculty
General Note
For list of publications see box 2382 folder 0.
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Collection Inventory
Box 2382
Title/Description Instances
box 2382OBITUARY AND PUBLICATIONS LIST
folder 0
A NEW WATERFOWL NEST TRAP - by Malcolm W. Coulter box 2382
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folder 1
box 2382A REPORT TO THE CHIEF NATURALIST, DUCKS
UNLIMITED (CANADA) ON THE BLACK DUCK IN
EASTERN CANADA, April 1972 folder 2
box 2382A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE OF THE BLACK DUCK,
January 1968
folder 3
box 2382A STUDY OF THE SUMMER FOOD HABITS OF THE
ARCTIC FOX ON ST. LAWRENCE ISLAND, ALASKA, 1970
folder 4
box 2382
folder 5
1) ANNUAL PRODUCTION AND FACTORS INFLUENCING
NESTING SUCCESS OF THE AMERICAN EIDER, by H.L.
Mendall, 1970
item 1
box 2382
folder 5
2) AN INVENTORY OF MAINE'S BREEDING EIDER DUCKS,
by H.L. Mendall, 1968
item 2
box 2382ARTIFICIAL BREEDING SITES FOR WILD DUCKS by
Oleinikov, N.S.; (translated from Russian)., 1971
folder 6
box 2382THE ATLANTIC FLYWAY WATERFOWL MANAGEMENT
GUIDE; (2 COPIES), 1964
folder 7
box 2382AUDUBON,Man and Gull, pp. 80-105. , Birds of the Southern
Seas, pp. 33-49, November 1972
folder 8
box 2382BIOLOGY OF THE KING EIDER ON BATHURST ISLAND
N.W.T., 1973
folder 9
box 2382BIRD DISPLAY AND BEHAVIOR - AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE STUDY OF BIRD PSYCHOLOGY, 1965
folder 10
box 2382BIRDS OF THE BALTIC REGION: ECOLOGY AND
MIGRATION, 1968
folder 11
box 2382BLACK DUCK MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR NORTH
AMERICA, 1970
folder 12
box 2382THE BREEDING BIOLOGY OF THE PACIFIC EIDER ON A
BARRIERISL AND IN THE BEAUFORT SEA, ALASKA, 1974
folder 13
box 2382THE BREEDING ECOLOGY OF THE BLACK DUCK IN
SOUTH-CENTRALMAINE; (UMaine Doctoral Thesis), August
1980 folder 14
THE BREEDING ECOLOGY OF THE BLACK DUCK IN THE
ST.LAWRENCE ESTUARY; Part 1, 1970
box 2382
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folder 15
box 2382THE BREEDING ECOLOGY OF THE BLACK DUCK IN THE
ST.LAWRENCE ESTUARY; Part 2, 1970
folder 16
box 2382THE BULLETIN OF THE MASSACHUSETTS AUDUBON
SOCIETY,vol. 34, no. 4, May 1950
folder 17
box 2382CANADA DEPT. OF MINES AND RESOURCES - Bulletin no.
105. List of Yukon Birds and Those of the Canol Road, 1946
folder 18
box 2382THE CANADIAN FIELD NATURALIST, vol. 72, no. 4.Review
on the Ring-Necked Duck in the Northeast, 1958
folder 19
box 2382CANADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE - Occasional Paper no.
2.Canadian Bird Names: French, English and Scientific (2 copies),
1964 folder 20
box 2382CANADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE - Occasional Paper no.
8.Birds of the Nova Scotia - New England Border Region (2
copies), 1966 folder 21
box 2382CANADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE - Occasional Paper no.
12.Observations on Duck Hunting in Eastern Canada, 1971, 1968
and 1969 folder 22
box 2382CANADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE - Occasional Paper no.
60.Waterfowl Breeding Population Surveys, Atlantic Provinces,
1987 folder 23
box 2382CANADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE - Occasional Paper no. 72.
Atlas of Pelagic Birds of Western Canada, 1991
folder 24
box 2382CANADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE REPORT SERIES - No. 2
Bionomics of the Sandhill Crane; No. 3 The Breeding Biology
of Ross Goose; No. 8 The Dynamics of Canadian Arctic Fox
Populations; No. 35Lesser Snow Geese in the Eastern Canadian
Arctic, 1967-1975
folder 25
box 2382CANADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE REPORT SERIES -No. 18
Waterfowl Habitat Trends in the Aspen Parkland, 1972
folder 26
box 2382CANADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE REPORT SERIES 1) No. 43-
Migratory Game Bird Hunters and Hunting in Canada, 1978
folder 27
box 2382CANADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE - Wildlife Management
Bulletin, series 2, no. 9, 1958
folder 28
box 2382CAPE BRETON ISLAND WATERFOWL STUDIES, 1964
folder 29
CATALYST, VOL. 2, NO. 4. -Needless Duck Deaths, pp. 15-18,
1968
box 2382
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folder 30
box 2382CHECK LIST OF MARSH AND AQUATIC PLANTS IN
MAINE, 1956
folder 31
box 2382COMMITTEE ON WATER POLLUTION, MADISON,
WISCONSIN. The Chemical Control of Aquatic Nuisances, 1958
folder 32
box 2382THE CONSERVATIONIST, vol. 15, no. 6. The Role of Tidal
Marshes in Estuarine Production, July 1961
folder 33
box 2382COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH IN PRACTICE, by
John Pearce, circa 1965
folder 34
box 2382CORNELL LABORATORY OF ORNITHOLOGY. Enjoying
Birds in Upstate New York, 1963
folder 35
box 2382CORNELL UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
STATION Storage and Germination of Seeds of Aquatic Plants,
1936 folder 36
box 2382DANISH REVIEW OF GAME BIOLOGY, vol. 5, no. 5.
Wildfowl Counts in Denmark, 1968, November 1967 and January
1968 folder 37
box 2382DANISH REVIEW OF GAME BIOLOGY, vol. 9, no. 1.
Waterfowl Populations in Denmark, 1974, 1965-1973
folder 38
box 2382DOWNEAST. Isle Au Haut, by Roger F. Duncan, June 1968
folder 39
box 2382DOWNEAST.Island Shepherdess, by Inez Grant, July 1968
folder 40
box 2382DOWNEAST. Maine Discovers the Mussel, October 1975
folder 41
box 2382DOWNEAST. Maine Winters - Are They Getting Warmer or
Colder, January 1976
folder 42
box 2382DUCKS UNLIMITED- p. 24, article on Sea Ducks; - p. 36, article
on diseases, March/April 1976
folder 43
^ Return to Table of Contents
Box 2383
Title/Description Instances
EIDER HARVEST, 1968-1974 box 2383
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folder 1
box 2383EIDER HUNTING SPECIMENS, 1966-1975
folder 2
box 2383ELEMENTS OF STATISTICAL INFERENCE, 1961
folder 3
box 2383ELEY GAME ADVISORY STATION - Booklet no. 3.Wildlife
Management on Island Waters, 1969
folder 4
box 2383ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION - Ecology of the
Bald Eagle in Maine, 1978
folder 5
box 2383EXTRAIT DU NATURALISTE CANADIEN, vol. 86, pp.
133-192.Histoire Naturelle et Amenagement de la Grande Oie
Blanche, 1959 folder 6
box 2383FEDERAL AID TO WILDLIFE RESTORATION PROJECT
- Bulletin no. 68-21968. Nesting Biology of Black Ducks and
Mallards in Northern New England folder 7
box 2383FOWL CHOLERA - Eider Papers
folder 8
box 2383FY-57 - Class Grades, 1938-1941
folder 9
box 2383GEORGIA SOCIETY OF NATURALISTS - Bulletin no.
3.Winter Birds of the Okefinokee and Coleraine, 1941
folder 10
box 2383HAWKS, OWLS AND WILDLIFE, 1969
folder 11
box 2383IDENTIFICATION AND OBSERVATION OF NEST
PREDATION IN TWO. MAINE WATERFOWL HABITATS, by
F.J. Gramlich. (Master,s Thesis), 1966 folder 12
box 2383ILLINOIS NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY - Bulletin, vol. 27,
Article no. 3 Lead Poisoning as a Mortality Factor in Waterfowl
Populations, May 1959 folder 13
box 2383ILLINOIS NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY - Biological
Notes no. 61, Waterfowl Migration Corridors East of the Rocky
Mountains..., June 1968 folder 14
box 2383IMMEDIATE U.S. WEATHER REPORT, 1963
folder 15
box 2383INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE
CONSERVATION OF WETLANDS AND WATERFOWL.
Proceedings, December 2-6, 1974 folder 16
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box 2383INVESTIGATIONS ON THE NESTING BIRD FAUNA
IN A REGION OF ROCKY PROMONTORIES WEST OF
HELSINFORS, by G. Bergman, 1939 folder 17
box 2383
folder 18
Sea Frontiers, vol. 16, no. 5, September - October 1970
item 1
box 2383
folder 18
Maine Field Naturalist, 1970
item 2
box 2383
folder 18
Audubon, September 1970
item 3
box 2383MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION - Bulletin
no. 653. Planning and Law in Maine - Part 1: Private Property and
Public Regulation in Maine, November 1967 folder 19
box 2383MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, Bulletin
no. 715. Maine Rain, August 1975
folder 20
box 2383THE MAINE BULLETIN, vol. 39, no. 3, The Home Life and
Economic Status of the Double-Crested Cormorant by H.L.
Mendall, October 1936 folder 21
box 2383MAINE COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT. The
Ecology and Management of the American Woodcock, 1943
folder 22
box 2383MAINE COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT, Semi-
Annual Report, October 1977- March 1978
folder 23
box 2383MAINE COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT.
Summary of Third Woodcock Workshop, by H.L. Mendall, July 2,
1969 folder 24
box 2383MAINE COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT The
Ecology and Management of the American Woodcock, co-
authored by H.L. Mendall, 1943 folder 25
box 2383MAINE COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT.
Research and Student Training in Wildlife Ecology, by H.L.
Mendall (2 copies), 1970 folder 26
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME - Report
no. 1.Duck Survey Report no. (2 copies), 1940
folder 27
MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME -
Waterfowl Food - Plantings and Survival, August 2, 1951
box 2383
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folder 28
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME - Game
Division Bulletin no. 3. Beaver Management in Maine, 1953
folder 29
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME - Game
Division Bulletin no. 4. The Black Bear and its Status in Maine,
1955 folder 30
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME - Game
Division. Bulletin no. 7. Waterfowl Harvest in Maine (1948-1957)
(2 copies), 1961 folder 31
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME - Game
Division. Bulletin no. 8. A History of the White-Tailed Deer in
Maine, 1963 folder 32
box 2383MAINE DEPT. ON INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME - Game
Division Bulletin no. 9. Man Made Marshes for Maine Waterfowl,
June 1963 folder 33
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME. Fishes
of Maine, 1953
folder 34
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME. Maine,s
Waterfowl Laws - The Old, The New. by H.L. Mendall (3 copies),
1969 folder 35
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME. Manual
for Maine Wetlands Inventory, December 1972
folder 36
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME - Game
Division Leaflet Series, vol. 5, no. 1, 1972 Migratory Bird Project
Report, March 1973 folder 37
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME - Game
Division. Leaflet Series, vol. 6, no. 1, 1973 Migratory Bird Project
Report, June 1974 folder 38
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE -
Wildlife Division. Leaflet Series, vol. 7, no. 2, 1974 Migratory
Bird Project Report, 1975 folder 39
box 2383MAINE DEPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE.
1985 Waterfowl Management Plane, 1986
folder 40
box 2383MAINE EXTENSION SERVICE BULLETIN no. 345. Conifers
in Maine, March 1958
folder 41
box 2383MAINE EXTENSION SERVICE BULLETIN no. 425. Big Game
and Fur-Bearing Animals in Maine, January 1958
folder 42
MAINE EXTENSION SERVICE BULLETIN no. 443. Game
Birds of Maine, June 1958
box 2383
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folder 43
box 2383MAINE EXTENSION SERVICE BULLETIN no. 470. Hawks of
Maine (2 copies), 1959
folder 44
box 2383MAINE FIELD NATURALIST, pp. 76-77. Managing Ducks and
People, April 1966
folder 45
box 2383MAINE FIELD NATURALIST. Laughing Gull Colonies, by Dr.
Ian C. T. Nisbet, pp. 2-10, March 1971
folder 46
box 2383MAINE FOREST SERVICE - Circular no. 3. The European
Spruce Sawfly in Maine, by H.B. Peirson, 1937
folder 47
box 2383MAINE FOREST SERVICE, Forest Trees of Maine, by H.B.
Peirson, 1951
folder 48
box 2383MASSACHUSETTS DIVISION OF FISHERIES AND GAME;
Black Duck Mortality in the Parker River Region Winter of
1949-1950, 1950 folder 49
box 2383MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION -
Conservation Bulletin no. 1 Minnesota Waterfowl
folder 50
box 2383MISSISSIPPI FLYWAY COUNCIL TECHNICAL STATION. A
Guide for Aging Duck Broods in the Field, May 1954
folder 51
box 2383MISSOURI CONSERVATIONIST. Duck Shooting Can Be
Saved, by Ludlow Griscom, February 1948
folder 52
box 2383MORE GAME BIRDS IN AMERICA (Foundation) Waterfowl
Food Plants, 1933
folder 53
box 2383MORE GAME BIRDS IN AMERICA, 1936. Small Refuges for
Waterfowl, 1936
folder 54
box 2383NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CANADA - Bulletin no. 125, 1952.
Birds of the West James Bay and Southern Hudson Bay Coasts, by
T.H. Manning, 1952 folder 55
box 2383NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION Poverty or
Conservation: Your National Problem
folder 56
box 2383THE NEW BRUNSWICK MUSEUM. Fulvous Tree Duck
Discovered in New Brunswick, 1961
folder 57
box 2383N.H. FISH AND GAME DEPARTMENT. Improving Your Land
for Ruffed Grouse, 1966
folder 58
NORTH AMERICAN FAUNA, no. 69. Natural History of the
Swainson,s Warbler, 1971
box 2383
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folder 59
box 2383NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE FOUNDATION - The Delta
WaterfowlResearch Station System. Propagation of Captive
Waterfowl, 1973 folder 60
box 2383NORTHEASTERN STATES, co-authored by H.L. MENDALL.
(5 COPIES) - Contains information on Black Ducks, circa 1970
folder 61
^ Return to Table of Contents
Box 2384
Title/Description Instances
box 2384NOTEPADS - Bird Sightings, 1960-1963
folder 1
box 2384NOTEPADS - Bird Sightings, 1948-1950
folder 2
box 2384NOTEPADS, before 1940
folder 3
box 2384NOTEPADS - Checked Grouse Sightings, 1943-1944
folder 4
box 2384NOTEPADS - Checked Grouse Sightings, 1940-1942
folder 5
box 2384NOTEPADS - Checked Grouse Sightings, 1945-1947
folder 6
box 2384NOTEPADS - Bird Sightings, 1937-1940
folder 7
box 2384
folder 8
NOTEPADS - Bird Sightings, various years
item 1
box 2384
folder 8
Notepad, with field trip notes and "Principle Woodcock Hunters in
Calais Region", circa 1936
item 2
box 2384
folder 8
Notepad, dates and birds observed, 1935-1938
item 3
Notepad, dates and birds observed, 1923-1934 box 2384
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folder 8
item 4
box 2384
folder 8
Three (3) Notepads, bird notes, 1938-1939
item 5
box 2384NOTEPADS - Bird Sightings, various years
folder 9
box 2384NOTEPADS - Hunting Notes, 1941-1953, 1965, 1969, 1970,
1979-1987
folder 10
box 2384NOTEPADS - Woodcock, May 1, 1940-July 1, 1940
folder 11
box 2384
folder 12
OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION
item 1
box 2384
folder 12
1) Conservation Dept. - Careers in Wildlife Conservation, 1965
item 2
box 2384
folder 12
2) Conservation Dept. - The Mallard, 1971
item 3
box 2384
folder 12
3) Conservation Dept. - Game, Gunners and Biology, 1960
item 4
box 2384
folder 12
4) Conservation Dept.- Principles of Game Management, 1962
item 5
box 2384OPERATION RESCUE - Operation Rescue Bibliography
folder 13
box 2384ORGANIZATION AND METHODS OF CENSUSING
TERRESTRIAL.VERTEBRATE FAUNAL RESOURCES.
(Translated from Russian), 1963 folder 14
OUTDOOR LIFE. Go to Sea for Ducks, by J.B. Robinson,
November 1966
box 2384
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folder 15
box 2384PEABODY MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY - Bulletin no.
39.- A Comprehensive Study of the Egg White Proteins of Non-
Passerine Birds, December 1972 folder 16
box 2384PENNSYLVANIA GAME COMMISSION - The American
Woodcock in Pennsylvania, 1966
folder 17
box 2384PESTICIDES AND THE ENVIRONMENT: A CONTINUING
CONTROVERSY. - Toxicity and Persistence of Mirex in Birds,
1973 folder 18
box 2384PHOTO NEGATIVES - Wildlife no. 139, The Black Duck -
Distribution, Harvest Characteristics and Survival. Appendix
Maps C175-C196 folder 19
box 2384PROCEEDINGS OF THE UNITED STATES NATIONAL
MUSEUM,vol. 114, pp. 373-387. Geographic Visitation in the
Thrush Hylocichia Ustulata, 1963 folder 20
box 2384PROGRAM / BROCHURE - Thirty Ninth North American
Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference and Related Meetings,
March 31-April 3, 1974 folder 21
box 2384PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA - Dept. of Lands and Forests
- Bulletin no. 19. Identification of Nova Scotia Woody Plants in
Winter, 1960 folder 22
box 2384PUBLICATIONS BY H.L. MENDALL, 1967
folder 23
box 2384RELATIONSHIP OF SEX RATIO TO THE BREEDING
BIOLOGY OF WILD DUCKS
folder 24
box 2384REQUIREMENTS OF BREEDING WATERFOWL ON
ISLAND MARSHES OF THE NORTHEAST, by H.L. Mendall,
1973 folder 25
box 2384RESEARCH IN THE LIFE SCIENCES, vol. 22, no. 2,. Use of
Artificial Nest Shelters in Eider Management, co-authored by H.L.
Mendall (3 copies), October 1974 folder 26
box 2384RESEARCH IN THE LIFE SCIENCES, vol. 22, no. 2. Use of
Artificial Nest Shelters in Eider Management, co-authored by H.L.
Mendall, October 1974 folder 27
box 2384RESEARCH IN THE LIFE SCIENCES, vol. 23, no. 11.
Characteristics of Maine Ruffed Grouse Drumming Sites, by
Sanford D. Schemnitz., September, 1976 folder 28
box 2384RESPONSE OF WHITE-TAILED DEER TO SNOWMOBILES
AND SNOWMOBILE TRAILS IN MAINE, 1978
folder 29
box 2384RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS TO IMPROVE WATERFOWL
NESTING HABITAT BY ESTABLISHMENT OF DITCHES
folder 30
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AT PORTAGE LAKE MARSH IN 1955. ; by Henry S. Carson,
January 3, 1964
box 2384THE ROLE OF UNPAIRED DRAKES ON NORTHEASTERN
WATERFOWL BREEDING AREAS, by H.L. Mendall (2 copies)
folder 31
box 2384ROOSEVELT WILDLIFE BULLETIN, vol. 8, no. 3. Ruffed
Grouse Management, April 1943
folder 32
box 2384SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION AND BREEDING BIOLOGY OF
THE EIDER IN THE NORTHEAST OF SCOTLAND, 1963
folder 33
box 2384SMITHSONIAN MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS, vol. 89,
no. 13. A Systematic Classification fro the Birds of the World,
Revised and Amended, April 23, 1934 folder 34
box 2384SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF BLACK DUCK
POPULATIONS ON PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, 1964
folder 35
box 2384SPORTS ILLUSTRATED.Duck Shooting on Maine's Icy Ledges,
by Duncan Barnes, November 30, 1964
folder 36
box 2384STATE OF ILLINOIS - BIOLOGICAL NOTES no. 36,. A
Spectacular Waterfowl Migration Through Central North
America, April 1957 folder 37
box 2384STATUS OF WATERFOWL FALL NIGHT FORECAST, July
25, 1981
folder 38
box 2384SUPPLEMENT TO THE AUK, vol. 104, no. 4. Recent
Ornithological Literature, October 1987
folder 39
box 2384TECHNIQUES FOR BROOD PRODUCTION STUDIES, May
1953
folder 40
^ Return to Table of Contents
Box 2385
Title/Description Instances
box 2385TRANSACTIONS OF THE CONFERENCE ON THE STUDY,
PROTECTION AND PROPAGATION OF THE COMMON
EIDER, May 1966 folder 1
box 2385TWENTY FOURTH BIENNIAL REVISION OF THE INLAND.
FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE LAWS, October 24, 1977
folder 2
UNITED STATES DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, Bulletin no. 205,
Eleven Important Wild Duck Foods, 1915
box 2385
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folder 3
box 2385UNITED STATES DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, Bulletin no.
936.Wild Ducks and Duck Foods of the Bear River Marshes,
Utah, 1921 folder 4
box 2385UNITED STATES DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, Circular no. 363.
The Migration of North American Birds, October 1935
folder 5
box 2385UNITED STATES DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, Circular no. 370.
Food Habits of Common Hawks, 1935
folder 6
box 2385UNITED STATES DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, Circular no. 433.
Crow-Waterfowl Relationships, June, 1937
folder 7
box 2385UNITED STATES DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, Technical
Bulletin no. 634. Food of Game Ducks in the United States and
Canada, March 1939 folder 8
box 2385UNITED STATES DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, Managing
Woodlands for Wildlife, 1970
folder 9
box 2385USDA FOREST SERVICE RESOURCE BULLETIN NE-26.The
Timber Resources of Maine, 1972
folder 10
box 2385USDA FOREST SERVICE RESOURCE GENERAL
TECHNICALREPORT NE-9. Shrubs and Vines for Northeastern
Wildlife, 1974 folder 11
box 2385UNITED STATES DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR Annual Meeting
of the North Dakota Academy of Science.Mercury Levels in
Tissues of Ducks Collected in South Central North Dakota, May
1, 1971
folder 12
box 2385UNITED STATES DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR Bureau of
Biology Survey - Wildlife Research Bulletin no. 1 Food Habits of
a Group of Shorebirds: Woodcock, Snipe, Knot and Dowitcher folder 13
box 2385
folder 14
UNITED STATES DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR. Patuxent
Wildlife Research Center, 1967
item 1
box 2385
folder 14
Imprinting Ducks to Artificial Nesting Structures
item 2
box 2385
folder 14
Development of Methods for Reducing Predation on Waterfowl
item 3
Waterfowl Management Through Water-Level Control box 2385
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folder 14
item 4
box 2385
folder 14
Improvement of Artificial Nesting Structures for Waterfowl
item 5
box 2385UNITED STATES DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR. Duck Plague
(Duck Virus Enteritis) in Wild Waterfowl, circa 1973
folder 15
box 2385UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Circular
no. 16. Migration of Birds, 1950
folder 16
box 2385UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Circular
no. 34. Distribution of American Gallinaceous Game Birds, 1955
folder 17
box 2385UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. Circular
no. 39. Wetlands of the United States, 1956
folder 18
box 2385UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. Circular
no. 19 (revised). Improving Duck Marshes by Weed Control, 1957
folder 19
box 2385UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICECircular no.
167. Pesticide Wildlife Studies - A Review of Fish and Wildlife
ServiceInvestigations During 1961 and 1962, 1963 folder 20
box 2385UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Draft
- National Waterfowl Management Plan for the United States,
February 1981 folder 21
box 2385UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE.
Miscellaneous Report no. 253.A Landowners Guide to Woodcock
Management in the Northeast, July 1981 folder 22
box 2385UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE. Office of
Legislative Services.Selected List of Federal Laws and Treaties
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Colloquium. Animal Orientation and Navigation, May 6-7, 1966
folder 114
box 2387REPRINTS - Proceedings of the 1977 Waterfowl and Wetlands
Symposium. Bioenergetics of Breeding Dabbling Ducks
folder 115
box 2387REPRINTS - The Quarterly Review of Biology, vol. 19, no. 1, pp.
15-31.The Sensory Basis of Bird Navigation, March 1944
folder 116
box 2387REPRINTS - The Scientific Monthly, vol. LIII, pp.
368-371.Thoughts on Subspecies, by W. L. McAtee., October
1941 folder 117
box 2387REPRINTS - The Scientific Monthly, vol. LIV, pp. 565-566.The
Specimen Fetish., June 1942
folder 117a
box 2387REPRINTS - Scientific American. Imprinting in Animals, by
Eckhard H. Hess., March 1958
folder 118
box 2387REPRINTS - Scientific American, The Evolution of Behavior in
Gulls; The Social Order of Chickens, December 1960, February
1956 folder 119
box 2387REPRINTS - Scientific American. Celestial Navigation by Birds,
August 1958
folder 120
REPRINTS - Scientific American. Habitat Selection, by Stanley
C. Wecker., October 1964
box 2387
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folder 121
box 2387REPRINTS - Suomen Riista, vol. 15, pp. 83-98. On the Nesting
Competitors of the Goldeneye., 1962
folder 122
box 2387REPRINTS - Suomen Riista, vol. 24. Results of Duck Wing
Collection Surveys in Finland 1969 and 1970., 1972
folder 123
box 2387REPRINTS - Tenth Seminar on the Breeding Biology of
Waterfowl. Spacing Mechanisms in Waterfowl., August 1969
folder 124
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Third North American Wildlife
Conference. Evaluation of Nesting Cover for Waterfowl on Bear
River Refuge. Redheads and Ruddy Ducks Nesting in Iowa., 1938 folder 125
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Fourth North American Wildlife
Conference. Nesting Success: Its Significance in Waterfowl
Reproduction., 1939 folder 126
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Ninth International Congress of
Game Biologists. Factors Determining the Productivity of Duck
Nesting Areas, 1970 folder 127
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Sixth North American Wildlife
Conference. Muskrats in the Dark Marsh, by Dr. Miles D. Pirnie;
Recovery Potentials in North American Waterfowl, 1941 folder 128
REPRINTS - Transactions of the Twelfth North American
Wildlife Conference. Review of New Techniques - Waterfowl,
by Jessop B. Law; Waterfowl Investigations in Eastern Canada,
Newfoundland and Labrador, 1945-1947
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Fourteenth North American
Wildlife Conference. Breeding Ground Improvements for
Waterfowl in Maine, by H. L. Mendall, 1949 folder 130
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Fifteenth North American
Wildlife Conference. Weather and Its Effect on Hatching of
Waterfowl in Eastern; Washington, by Charles F. Yocum (4
copies), 1950
folder 131
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Sixteenth North American
Wildlife Conference. An Analysis of the 1949-1950 Fowl Cholera
Epizootic in Texas Panhandle Waterfowl, 1951 folder 132
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Twentieth North American
Wildlife Conference. Some Evidences of Home Range in
Waterfowl, by Alex Dzubin, 1955 folder 133
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Twenty-Third North American
Wildlife Conference. The Time of Formation of Paris in Black
Ducks, 1958 folder 134
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Twenty-Fourth North American
Wildlife Conference. Low Water and Lesser Scaup Reproduction
Near Erickson, Manitoba, 1959 folder 135
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box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Twenty-Fifth North American
Wildlife Conference. Raccoon Predation on Waterfowl, 1960
folder 136
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Thirtieth North American
Wildlife Conference. The Relation of Animal Behavior to Wildlife
Management, 1965 folder 137
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Thirty-Fourth North American
Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference. High Nest Density
Hatching Success of Ducks on South Dakota Cap Land, by Harold
F. Duebbert, 1969
folder 138
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Thirty-Fifth North American
Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference. Reproductive Failure
in Brown Pelicans on the Pacific Coast, 1970 folder 139
box 2387REPRINTS - Transactions of the Thirty-Sixth North American
Wildlife and Natural Resources Conference. Problems
Confronting Migratory Birds in Alaska, 1971 folder 140
box 2387REPRINTS - U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bulletin no. 9. Cuckoos
and Shrikes in Their Relation to Agriculture, by Dr. C. Hart
Merriam, 1898 folder 141
box 2387REPRINTS - U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Farmers Bulletin no. 54.
Some Common Birds in Their Relation to Agriculture, by F. E. L.
Beal, 1904 folder 142
box 2387REPRINTS - U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Circular no. 342. The
Waterfowl Flyways of North America, January 1935
folder 143
box 2387REPRINTS - U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Circular no. 428. Flight
Speed by Birds, by May Thatcher Cooke, May 1937
folder 144
box 2387REPRINTS - U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Miscellaneous
Publication no. 270, Post-Mortem Examinations of Wild Birds and
Mammals, by J. E. Shillinger folder 145
box 2387REPRINTS - U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, North American Fauna,
no. 48. Voles of the Genus Phenacomys
folder 146
box 2387REPRINTS - U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture.
Waterfowl Restoration, 1935
folder 147
box 2387REPRINTS - U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Circular no. 33.
Control of Small Predators, 1960
folder 148
box 2387REPRINTS - U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Fishery Bulletin,
vol. 57. Climatic Trends and the Distribution of Marine Animals
in New England, 1957 folder 149
REPRINTS - U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Results of the 1982
Midwinter Waterfowl Survey in the Atlantic Flyway States, 1983
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folder 150
box 2387REPRINTS - Waterfowl Tomorrow. Adventuresome Waterfowl,
by H. L. Mendall and Harvey K Nelson (5 copies), 1964
folder 151
box 2387REPRINTS - Wildfowl Trust Eleventh Annual Report.
Comparative Behavior of the Anatidae and its Evolutionary
Implications; Tracheal Anatomy of the Anatidae and its
Taxonomic Significance, 1958-1959
folder 152
box 2387REPRINTS - Wildfowl Trust Sixteenth Annual Report, pp.
92-106. Spacing and Chasing in Breeding Ducks, by Frank
McKinney, 1965 folder 153
box 2387REPRINTS - Wildlife Society Bulletin, vol. 22, no. 3. Howard L.
Mendall, 1909-1994, by William B. Kahn, Fall 1994
folder 154
box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin, XLII, pp. 28-29. Control of Insects
by Birds, by W. L. McAtee (4 copies), March 1931
folder 155
box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin, XLV, pp. 3-9. The Meaning of Bird
Control, by W. L. McAtee, March 1933
folder 156
box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin, vol. 62, no. 1. Barometric Pressure
- Patterns and Spring Bird Migration, March 1950
folder 157
box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin, vol. 63, no. 3. Nesting of the Marsh
Hawk at Delta, Manitoba, September 1951
folder 158
box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin, vol. 71, no. 1, pp. 46-53.
Comments on Species Recognition With Special Reference to the
Wood Duck and the Mandarin Duck, March 11, 1959 folder 159
box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin, vol. 72, no. 2, pp. 133-155. A
Quantitative Study of Sexual Behavior of Mallards and Black
Ducks, June 24, 1960 folder 160
box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin. 1) vol. 81, no. 1, March 1969,
pp. 44-54, Summer Biology of the Gadwall at Delta Manitoba;
2) vol. 72, no. 1, April 1, 1960, pp. 29-59, Massed Waterfowl
Flights in the Mississippi Flyway 1956 and 1957; 3) vol. 59, no. 3,
September 1947, pp. 151-159, The Deep Diving of the Loon and
Old-Squaw and its Mechanism; 4) vol. 80, no. 1, March 1968, pp.
36-71, Nocturnal Migration in Illinois - Different Points of View;
5) vol. 87, no. 1, March 1975, pp. 115, Renesting and Second
Broods of Wild Mallards
folder 161
box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin, vol. 83, no. 4, pp. 393-407. Some
Patterns of Woodcock Activities on Maine Summer Fields,
December 1971 folder 162
box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin, vol. 85, pp. 259-275. Radar
Observations of Bird Movements Along the Arctic Coast of
Alaska, 1973 folder 163
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box 2387REPRINTS - Wilson Bulletin, vol. 96, no. 2. Nesting by Injured
Common Eiders, by H. L. Mendall (6 copies), 1984
folder 164
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Box 2388
Title/Description Instances
box 2388HERBICIDES, folder #1, 1959-1973
folder 1
box 2388HERBICIDES, folder #2, 1962-1965
folder 2
box 2388AQUATIC PLANT CONTROL, folder #1, 1954-1964
folder 3
box 2388AQUATIC PLANT CONTROL, folder #2, 1958-1960
folder 4
box 2388PESTICIDES, Wildlife Research, 1966-1971
folder 5
box 2388SUPPLY INFORMATION, Miscellaneous, 1954-1979
folder 6
box 2388CHEMICALS AND WILDLIFE, folder #1, 1961-1971
folder 7
box 2388CHEMICALS AND WILDLIFE, folder #2, 1954-1964
folder 8
box 2388ECOLOGICAL REGIONS FOR MAINE, Maps and Overlays.,
1967-1968
folder 9
box 2388FHMUP AND A-7
folder 10
box 2388PAPERS, 1943, 1963-
folder 11
box 2388WATER RESOURCES, early 1960s
folder 12
box 2388AQUATIC PLANTING STOCK, 1960-1975
folder 13
LEAD vs. IRON SHOT, 1939, 1957, 1966 box 2388
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folder 14
box 2388OIL SPILLS, MAINE, 1967-1975
folder 15
box 2388OIL POLLUTION, folder #1, 1938-1978
folder 16
box 2388OIL POLLUTION, folder #2, 1970s
folder 17
box 2388LEAD POISONING, folder #1, 1967-1974
folder 18
box 2388LEAD POISONING, folder #2, 1959; 1971-1974
folder 19
box 2388WATERFOWL PAPERS, miscellaneous, 1941; 1945; 1949;
1960-1971
folder 20
box 2388PERT, 1960s
folder 21
box 2388WATERFOWL POPULATIONS, 1954-1964
folder 22
box 2388WATERFOWL TRAPPING, folder #1, 1953-1971
folder 23
box 2388WATERFOWL TRAPPING, folder #2, 1954-1956
folder 24
box 2388SCAUP, 1963
folder 25
box 2388WOOD DUCK, Research, 1951-1964
folder 26
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Box 2389
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box 2389BLACK DUCK, Stomach Analysis, Upper St. John Valley,
1954-1970
folder 1
WAT - Miscellaneous, 1941-1974 box 2389
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folder 2
box 2389NESTING, 1937-1965
folder 3
box 2389WEATHER REPORTS, 1945-1952, 1956-1959, 1963-1964
folder 4
box 2389MAINE WATERFOWL COUNCIL, folder #1, 1957-1984
folder 5
box 2389MAINE WATERFOWL COUNCIL, folder #2, 1972-1982
folder 6
box 2389MAINE WATERFOWL COUNCIL, folder #3, 1974-1976
folder 7
box 2389REFERENCE MATERIAL, miscellaneous, 1941-1970
folder 8
box 2389RING-NECKED DUCK BULLETIN, Comments, 1958-1959
folder 9
box 2389WATERFOWL BROODS, 1941-1949
folder 10
box 2389MAPS, Vegetation and Nesting Areas. Pennamaquan River and
Rocamoonshine Area
folder 11
box 2389WILLIAMSTOWN L. PROJECT, 1960-1961
folder 12
box 2389PRODUCTION REPORTS, New Brunswick, 1950-1966
folder 12a
box 2389EIDER, misc. population data, 1949-1969
folder 13
box 2389EIDER, misc. correspondence, 1970-1979
folder 14
box 2389WATERFOWL BROODS, 1950-1962
folder 15
box 2389WATERFOWL PRODUCTION, miscellaneous, 1941-1956
folder 16
SPECIES MANAGEMENT, Waterfowl, 1974 box 2389
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folder 17
box 2389WEATHER, 1973-1977
folder 18
box 2389WEATHER, 1960-1964, 1970-1972
folder 19
box 2389WEATHER, 1981-1984
folder 20
box 2389WEATHER, 1966-1969
folder 21
box 2389AVIAN CHOLERA, Eider survival, 1978
folder 22
box 2389EIDER, plumage and molts, 1966
folder 23
box 2389EIDER, misc. correspondence and reports, 1966-1974
folder 24
box 2389EIDER, misc. notes, correspondence, 1982-1985
folder 25
box 2389WATERFOWL TABULATIONS, 1938-1973
folder 26
box 2389DELTA SEMINARS, 1961-1969
folder 27
box 2389WATERFOWL, miscellaneous reports, 1932, 1937
folder 28
box 2389BLACK DUCK, reports, 1949
folder 29
box 2389WAT, Graduate student projects, 1948-1962
folder 30
box 2389EIDER, banding schedules, 1972-1973
folder 31
box 2389EIDER, banding analysis, 1976
folder 32
EIDER, banding, Patuxent, September 1975 box 2389
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folder 33
box 2389WATERFOWL, winter mortality, 1932-1962
folder 34
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Box 2390
Title/Description Instances
box 2390MALLARD AND EIDER STUDIES, 1969-1976
folder 1
box 2390GOLDENEYE, 1971
folder 2
box 2390DDT, in relation to human health, 1970, 1971
folder 3
box 2390MAINE PESTICIDE PROBLEMS, 1951-1970
folder 4
box 2390PATHOLOGY, 1963-1974
folder 5
box 2390MIGRATORY BIRD PROJECT, 1982-1984
folder 6
box 2390WOODCOCK, 1983
folder 7
box 2390WILD DUCK STUDY, 1982, 1984
folder 8
box 2390CANADA GOOSE STUDY, 1982-1984
folder 9
box 2390BLACK DUCK, reports, notes, 1982-1983
folder 10
box 2390FLYWAY, COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS, 1984
folder 11
box 2390WOODCOCK STUDY, 1982, 1983
folder 12
WATERFOWL, disease (D. V. E.), 1953-1973 box 2390
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folder 13
box 2390BEHAVIOR, reference material, 1952-1964
folder 14
box 2390EIDER, taxonomy, 1945-1979
folder 15
box 2390NEST TABULATIONS, 1969-1973
folder 16
box 2390EIDER, nesting, 1965-1968
folder 17
box 2390EIDER, nesting, 1965-1968
folder 18
box 2390EIDER, nesting, 1965-1969
folder 19
box 2390STOTTS BLACK DUCK STUDY, 1955
folder 20
box 2390WATERFOWL MEETINGS, MAINE, 1972-1974
folder 21
box 2390WATERFOWL, field data, 1937-1964
folder 22
box 2390KILL STATISTICS, 1947-1968
folder 23
box 2390WATERFOWL, Inland, brood tabulations, 1941-1946
folder 24
box 2390WEATHER, 1978-1980
folder 25
box 2390JOHN PEARCE, materials, papers, 1943-1950
folder 26
box 2390PHOTOS - Aerial Photos
folder 27
box 2390PHOTOS - Aerial Photos - Portage Lake
folder 28
PHOTOS - Barn Meadow Habitat box 2390
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folder 29
box 2390PHOTOS - Black Ducks
folder 30
box 2390PHOTOS - Captions of Photos sent to Washington, D.C.
folder 31
box 2390PHOTOS - Farm and Home Week Demonstrations
folder 32
box 2390PHOTOS - Flocks of Birds
folder 33
box 2390PHOTOS - Maine Waterfowl Council
folder 34
box 2390PHOTOS - Miscellaneous
folder 35
box 2390PHOTOS - Moosehorn
folder 36
box 2390PHOTOS - Seal Island, Maine
folder 37
box 2390PHOTOS - Trapping and Animal Research
folder 38
box 2390PHOTOS - Warden School at UM
folder 39
box 2390PHOTOS - Warden School Programs (Predation Lab) - Prior to
1970
folder 40
box 2390PHOTOS - Wildlife
folder 41
box 2390PHOTOS - Woodcocks
folder 42
box 2390PHOTOS - Woods, Swamps, Marshes
folder 43
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box 2391EIDER NEST RECORDS (box #1), 1968-1970
folder 1
box 2391EIDER NEST RECORDS (box #2), 1968-1970
folder 2
box 2391EIDER NEST RECORDS (box #3), 1968-1970
folder 3
box 2391RING-NECKED DUCK (box #4)
folder 4
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Box 2392
Title/Description Instances
EIDER BANDING, NEST RECORDS (box #5) box 2392
box 2392REPORT OF EIDER DUCK PROJECT, 1975
folder 1
box 2392NOTES ON THE BLACK DUCK IN THE MARITIME
PROVINCES, 1956
folder 2
box 2392EIDER DUCK TRANSLATION FROM BIRDS OF
GREENLAND. by Schioler, 1956
folder 3
box 2392EIDER TABULATIONS, 1975
folder 4
FRYE'S GRAMMAR SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY, 1902 box 2392
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